A syntax-directed generalization of Owicki-Gries's Hoare logic for a parallel while language is presented. The rules are based on Hoare asserted programs of the form {r, A} p {B, A} where f, A are sets of first-order formulas. These triples are interpreted with respect to an operational semantics involving potential computations where r, A are sets of invariants.
Introduction
Consider the pair of Hoare logic rules: Understanding (and applying) these rules is independent of knowing the program structure of p and q in the premises, and similarly for the logical structure of the formulas in the sequential composition rule. But some knowledge of logical structure is needed in the if rule: the two preconditions must be of the form A A D, A A TD although no knowledge of the structures of A and D is necessary. Well known is the difficulty in maintaining the virtues of the above rules in the case of a Hoare rule for the parallel combinator 1) (assumed, here, to be binary). We would then expect such a proof rule to have the form {A1 P {W {Clq{Dl U-CA, C)lplls MB, D)l whereJ; g are uniform logical operators, possibly dependent on the logical structure of their arguments (which we may insist to be of a definite form). Unfortunately, the following kind of example undermines any interesting version of this rule. Let p,, for each n > 0 and q be the programs p,, =x:=0 ifx>O then x:=n else x:=0, q=x:=1 ; x:=0.
For each n, {tt} p,, {x = O} and {tt} q {x = 0} hold where tt is true. Iff(tt, tt) is defined, then it could hardly be other than equivalent to tt. But, for each n, {tt} pn 11 q {x = 0 v x = n}. Assume that x ranges over the natural numbers. Then we are forced to conclude that if g(x=O, x = 0) is defined, then it also has to be equivalent to tt (since, for each n, g(x=O,x=O)+x=Ovx=n). [7] . Another is to include noninterference conditions as invariants in the specification [6] . But there is also the unfortunate need to weaken the role of invariants by appealing to auxiliary variables or spatial predicates ranging over program places. These are by no means the only proposals [4] .
Starting from the second deficiency we reformulate and generalize Owicki-Gries's Hoare logic as a system of syntax-directed rules. Hoare logic is similar to [6] . The Hoare triples have the form {r, A} p {B, A} where r is, in effect, a set of rely and A a set of guarantee conditions. Two such triples can be composed in parallel if the rely conditions of either are guarantee conditions of the other. Part of the generality of the system is due to a logic of invariants, which we develop. The Hoare system is shown to be sound with respect to the semantics and complete relative to Owicki-Gries's system. In Section 1 we shall introduce potential computations and a logic of invariants. Section 2 reformulates interference freedom and the semantics of the extended Hoare triples {r, A} p {B, A}. The proof system together with a sample proof showing that it may be of use for developing programs concludes the paper.
Potential computations and invariants
Besides parallel, Owicki-Gries's programming language contains the await con- where t is a data term be the new state which is like s except that it associates the value of t in s to the identifier x. A labelled transition relation is defined between program state pairs:
The relation ---+I represents a performance of an indivisible action, a change from program p in state s to q in s'. The label 1 indicates the performer: when I= P, it is the program; otherwise, the environment acts and I= E. These relations are defined as follows. An indivisible program action, according to this definition, is an assignment, an await, or an evaluation of a boolean condition. A finer grain of indivisibility as in [9, 7] could be introduced instead. Notice the sole condition for __tE: (p, s) +E (p, s') represents interference, an updating of the state s to s' by the environment. We now define potential computation. 
Further conjoinings with (iii) result in pcs from programs with additional parallel components.
Conversely, any such pc can be divided into component pcs like (i) and (ii): each represents a viewpoint of the overall behaviour. The value, therefore, of semantics based on pcs is that II can be understood compositionally: pcs from a concurrent program are definable in a fixed fashion from those of its components. Some notation we shall use in the sequel. Where v is the pc (A much richer understanding, using temporal logic, can be found in [3] .) To this end we introduce a logic of invariants. Actions or events are encapsulated in the operational semantics in state changes: a state change is a pair of states (s, s') both in S where s is the state before and s' the state after the action. Each first-order A E L determines a set of changes which are invariant with respect to it. We let Z(A) be this set; Z is also extended to families Z of formulas in L.
(ii) Z(Z) =nAtl.
Z(A).
The idea is that if (s, s') r? Z(A), then this state change "interferes" with the truth of A at s. Each Z(Z) is a subset of S x S. The least subset is {(s, s)}: clearly, a null change cannot interfere with the truth of any formula. One representation of this set is Z(L). The largest subset is just S x S: representatives of this set include Z(0), Z(tt) and Z(ff) where tt is true and ff false.
We let 3 be an invariant implication between sets of formulas.
The following lemma provides a characterization of +. Some notation: if Z is a set of formulas, then we let 1Z = {lA) A E r} with the convention that 10 = {ff}. Moreover, we assume that Z%B iff VsES.ifVAEZ,s+A, then s+B. The set r restricts the changes allowed from the environment.
To compose this
Hoare triple in parallel with another, say (2, C} q {D}, according to Owicki-Gries we must know two things: (i) that r(Z) "contains" the assertions used in the proof of {A}p {B} ({Cl 4 {Dl);
(ii) that each member of T(E) is invariant with respect to the subproofs of the indivisible subprograms of q(p). In fact, (i) is too detailed:
all we need to know is that T+B (2-g).
And (ii) just means that T(E) is a set of program invariants over the pcs in E[_X] n 0[ C] n [qn (E[T] n OIA] n [pjj)
. This suggests that we must include program invariants in the specification.
So we introduce the extended Hoare triple {r, A} p {B, A} whose meaning is given by the following definition. 
Definition 2.3. b{r, A} p {i?, A} iff E[T] n O[A] n[pj G A[B] n P[A].
The analysis of when two extended Hoare triples can be composed in parallel is justified by the next lemma. note that p and q may themselves be parallel programs: so II can be treated as a binary operator like sequential composition. Next, interference freedom can be understood semantically, independent of proof outlines and assertions appearing therein. At the proof level it means we can offer a syntax-directed Hoare rule for parallel. There are further benefits of making explicit features that are implicit in Owicki-Gries.
Once {r, A} p {B, A} is known, it can be used again in other proofs of parallel programs: the system in [9] lacks this explicit portability. Moreover, the extended Hoare triple fits in with the proposal [6] to explicitly include noninterference in program specifications. In fact, the extended triple is very similar to the proposal in [6] : r is just a set of rely conditions while A consists of guarantee conditions. A special case of {I', A} p {B, A} is when r = L and A = 0. For then it is assumed that the environment does not interfere with p, the only environment actions allowed do not involve state change; and nothing needs to be known about the invariance of the program actions. The meaning of this special case coincides with the usual Hoare triple's meaning as given by Definition 2.2. Hence, the Hoare triple introduced in Definition 2.3 is an extension of the standard triple.
The extended Hoare logic
The generalization of Owicki-Gries's Hoare logic below employs the triples {I', A} p {B, A} whose intended meaning was given in the previous section. We assume on the basis of Fact 2.5 that {A} p {B} abbreviates {L, A} p {B, 0). Let X be a set of variables which appear in p only in assignments x := t with x E X; so, as in [9] , X is a set of auxiliary variables for p. Then let p\X be the program obtained by replacing all assignments of p to variables in X with A and transforming any await tt then q into q when q = A or q = y:= f. The rules are as follows. here is the need for the auxiliary variable rule. For example, it is essential to the proof of {x = 0} x:=x+ 1 ]I x:=x+ 1 {x = 2). The consequence rule appeals to the two consequence relations + and + defined in Section 1. The following theorem shows that the system is sound with respect to the interpretation of the previous section. Let t{r, A} p {B, A} mean that {r, A} p {B, A} is provable in the system above. A pertinent criticism of Owicki-Gries's system is its unsuitability for program development.
In contrast, the generalization offered here does allow for development in the spirit of [6] . We illustrate this with an example, a generalization of OwickiGries's array searching algorithm (cf. [9] ) with which it should be compared. The two features that aid development are the inclusion of noninterference conditions in the specification and the logic of invariants. 
